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Abstract

Reference-based super-resolution (RefSR) has made signifi-
cant progress in producing realistic textures using an exter-
nal reference (Ref) image. However, existing RefSR meth-
ods obtain high-quality correspondence matchings consum-
ing quadratic computation resources with respect to the in-
put size, limiting its application. Moreover, these approaches
usually suffer from scale misalignments between the low-
resolution (LR) image and Ref image. In this paper, we
propose an Accelerated Multi-Scale Aggregation network
(AMSA) for Reference-based Super-Resolution, including
Coarse-to-Fine Embedded PatchMatch (CFE-PatchMatch)
and Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggregation (MSDA) module. To
improve matching efficiency, we design a novel Embed-
ded PatchMacth scheme with random samples propagation,
which involves end-to-end training with asymptotic linear
computational cost to the input size. To further reduce compu-
tational cost and speed up convergence, we apply the coarse-
to-fine strategy on Embedded PatchMacth constituting CFE-
PatchMatch. To fully leverage reference information across
multiple scales and enhance robustness to scale misalign-
ment, we develop the MSDA module consisting of Dynamic
Aggregation and Multi-Scale Aggregation. The Dynamic Ag-
gregation corrects minor scale misalignment by dynamically
aggregating features, and the Multi-Scale Aggregation brings
robustness to large scale misalignment by fusing multi-scale
information. Experimental results show that the proposed
AMSA achieves superior performance over state-of-the-art
approaches on both quantitative and qualitative evaluations.

Introduction
Reference-based Super-resolution (RefSR) aims to recon-
struct a photo-realistic high-resolution (HR) image from
the low-resolution (LR) counterpart with the guidance of
an additional HR reference (Ref) image. The reference im-
age contains rich and diverse structures and textures, which
could be relevant to the content in the target HR image.
By transferring relevant information between the LR image
and HR reference, recent RefSR methods (Yang et al. 2020;
Zhang et al. 2019b; Lu et al. 2021; Jiang et al. 2021) have
shown promising results.
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Figure 1: Visual comparison of 4× SR results. The corre-
spondences matched by our AMSA are marked in red, and
the correspondences matched by the leading RefSR method,
C2-Matching (Jiang et al. 2021), are marked in yellow.
Compared with C2-Matching, our approach can effectively
match and leverage reference information from the HR ref-
erence image to reconstruct a visually appealing HR image
with more accurate structures and fewer artifacts.

The essential step in texture transfer for RefSR is to find
correspondences between the input image and the reference
image. However, existing RefSR methods (Yang et al. 2020;
Zhang et al. 2019b) enumerate all possible patch pairs and
select the best-matched patches for aggregation, the com-
putational complexity of which is quadratic to image size.
Although MASA (Lu et al. 2021) matches correspondences
in coarser resolution, yet consumes computation resources
quadratic to spatial size. Besides, since the convolution oper-
ation is sensitive to the input scale (Zeiler and Fergus 2014),
RefSR may miss the best patch for reconstruction while
matching and aggregating relevant feature patches at dif-
ferent scales. To alleviate the resolution gap, C2-Matching
(Jiang et al. 2021) recently applied knowledge distillation
to force correspondences relevant in feature space. Never-
theless, with the increase of scale misalignment, the perfor-
mance of C2-Matching decreases rapidly.

To address the challenges mentioned above, we de-
velop an Accelerated Multi-Scale Aggregation network
(AMSA) for Reference-based Super-Resolution. The design
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of AMSA has several advantages. First, motivated by the
discovery that a large number of random samples often lead
to good guesses (Barnes et al. 2009; Rong and Tan 2006;
Duggal et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2021), we design a novel
Embedded PatchMatch scheme embedded in the network
for end-to-end training, which merely requires the asymp-
totic linear computational cost to the input size. To further
reduce computational cost and accelerate the convergence
of Embedded PatchMatch, we adopt the coarse-to-fine strat-
egy that uses the matchings from the coarse level to provide
the subsequent finer levels a good initialization start, con-
stituting our Coarse-to-Fine Embedded PatchMatch (CFE-
PatchMatch).

Second, to enhance robustness to scale misalignment be-
tween the LR and Ref image and makes full use of multi-
scale relevant information in the Ref image, we propose
the Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggregation (MSDA) consist-
ing of Dynamic Aggregation and Multi-Scale Aggregation.
The Dynamic Aggregation uses the DCN (Dai et al. 2017)
form to correct minor scale misalignment. Furthermore, the
Multi-Scale Aggregation fuses multi-scale reference infor-
mation to obtain robustness to large scale misalignment. In
sum, as shown in Figure 1, compared with the state-of-the-
art method (Jiang et al. 2021), our AMSA matches and trans-
fers reference information effectively to produce visually
pleasant details. Additionally, we achieve over 0.3dB im-
provement on the CUFED5 dataset with 100 times acceler-
ation in matching correspondences. Our main contributions
are as follows:

• We design a novel Coarse-to-Fine Embedded Patch-
Match scheme, which involves end-to-end training suc-
cessfully and obtains good matching results with asymp-
totic linear computational cost to the input size.

• To enhance robustness to scale misalignment and fully
utilize the multi-scale relevant information in the Ref
image, we propose the Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggrega-
tion module. MSDA uses Dynamic Aggregation to cor-
rect minor scale misalignment and applies Multi-Scale
Aggregation to obtain robustness to large scale misalign-
ment.

• Compared with SOTA methods, our model achieves su-
perior performance with less computational cost in cor-
respondence matching.

Related Work
Single Image Super-Resolution
The SISR methods (Dong et al. 2015; Lim et al. 2017; Kim,
Kwon Lee, and Mu Lee 2016; Zhang et al. 2018a; Ledig
et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018b; Dai et al. 2019) based on
deep learning learn an end-to-end image mapping function
between LR and HR images, which achieves better perfor-
mance than conventional algorithms. Generally, commonly
used Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Er-
ror (MAE) objective functions are prone to generate unex-
pected over-smoothing results. Consequently, various sub-
sequent works tend to design loss functions to enhance vi-
sual quality. Johnson, Alahi, and Fei-Fei (2016) introduced

perceptual loss with VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014)
and showed visually satisfying results. SRGAN (Ledig et al.
2017) enforced SR results close to the distribution of the nat-
ural image by taking GANs as the adversarial loss. Further-
more, the knowledge distillation framework is also explored
to improve the SR performance in recent works (Gao et al.
2018; Lee et al. 2020).

Reference-based SR
Unlike Single Image Super-Resolution (SISR), RefSR re-
constructs finer details by referring to additional HR images.
The Ref image generally has relevant content with the LR
image to provide realistic details. Recent works (Xie et al.
2020; Cui 2020) mostly use CNN-based frameworks. One
part of RefSR implicitly aligns Ref and LR images by the
network. CrossNet (Zheng et al. 2018) warped reference fea-
tures with optical flow. Nevertheless, it relied on the flow
estimated network, resulting in high computational burdens
and inaccurate estimation. Besides, SSEN (Shim, Park, and
Kweon 2020) employed deformable convolution (Dai et al.
2017) to align the LR and Ref images.

Another part of RefSR explicitly matches relevant fea-
tures. SRNTT (Zhang et al. 2019b) and TTSR (Yang et al.
2020) applied an enumerated patch matching mechanism
upon the feature map to swap relevant texture features,
requiring extensive computational resources. To alleviate
the problem, MASA (Lu et al. 2021) adopts a hierarchical
enumerated correspondence matching scheme. Furthermore,
the resolution gap between LR and Ref images has nega-
tive impacts on transferring HR details. Consequently, C2-
Matching introduced knowledge (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean
2015) to force correspondences of LR and Ref images to be
similar. However, the computational complexity of MASA
is quadratic to the input size, and the performance of C2-
Matching still decreases sharply with the scale misalign-
ment between LR and Ref images increasing. To address
the above issues, we propose CFE-PatchMatch to further re-
duce computational cost and develop the MSDA module to
enhance robustness to the scale misalignment and fully use
informative features across multiple scales.

Method
The overview of our proposed AMSA is shown in Figure
2. Given the LR and Ref image, we apply 4× bicubic-
upsampling on LR to obtain LR↑ image and ki× bicubic-
downsampling on Ref image to obtain multi-scale reference
images Refi, where k (k < 1) is a constant and i ∈ [0, n).
For correspondence matching, HR Feature Extractor and LR
Feature Extractor, pretrained with contrastive learning (He
et al. 2020) and knowledge distillation (Hinton, Vinyals, and
Dean 2015) as C2-Matching did, extracts feature maps Qi
and K from Refi and LR↑ image respectively. Afterward,
CFE-PatchMatch matches correspondences between Qi and
K efficiently and effectively, obtaining correspondence po-
sition map Hi and correspondence relevance map Si. For
SR restoration, LR and HR Content Feature Extractor ex-
tract feature map F and V i from LR and Refi for relevant
features transfer. After that, to alleviate minor scale mis-
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Figure 2: The overview of Accelerated Multi-Scale Aggregation network for Reference-based Super-Resolution.
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Figure 3: The illustration of CFE-PatchMatch. (a) Embed-
ded PatchMatch repeats M log(

√
N/8) times (t = 0 to

log(
√
N/8) − 1, T = 0 to M − 1) to predict the corre-

spondence position map, whereN is the Ref and LR↑ image
spatial size. Ht

i and St
i are the middle correspondence posi-

tionx and relevance relevance in t-th iteration. (b) Coarse-to-
Fine Embedded PatchMatch applies Embedded Patchmatch
on 1

8 , 1
4 , 1

2 and original scales to obtain Hi and Si rapidly.

alignment between LR and Ref images, the Dynamic Aggre-
gation of MSDA dynamically aggregates features from V i

and F according to Hi. To fully exploit reference informa-
tion across multiple scales and further enhance robustness
to large scale misalignment, the Multi-Scale Aggregation of
MSDA fuses all features maps according to Si and uses sev-
eral convolutional layers to generate SR results.

Coarse-to-Fine Embedded PatchMatch
Previous RefSR methods (Yang et al. 2020; Zhang et al.
2019b; Jiang et al. 2021) match relevant patches by the enu-

merated global searching between LR and Ref images con-
suming massive computational resources. Although MASA
(Lu et al. 2021) matches correspondences in the coarser
scale to reduce the computational cost, its complexity is
still quadratic with respect to the input size. To tackle this
issue, we design a Coarse-to-Fine Embedded PatchMatch
(CFE-PatchMatch) scheme to further reduce the computa-
tional cost with a hierarchical random matching strategy.

Embedded PatchMatch. Embedding PatchMatch is em-
bedded in the network participating in end-to-end training.
The illustration of Embedded PatchMatch is shown in Fig-
ure 3 (a). The layers of Embedded PatchMatch are designed
as follows:

1. Initialization layer. As shown in Figure 3 (a), for ini-
tialization, the patches in Qi match patches in K ran-
domly or according to previously obtained the correspon-
dence position map H0

i ∈ RHK×WK . Then we calcu-
late S0

i ∈ RHK×WK , which represents the relevance
between LR↑ and Refi images. For each patch position
j in K and j′ in Qi, we calculate the relevance ri,j,j′
between these two patches by normalized inner product,
which is expressed as Eq 1. Consequently, given patch
position j and its matched patch position H0

i,j in Qi, we
obtain the relevance S0

i,j as Eq 2:

ri,j,j′ =

〈
Kj

‖Kj‖2
,

Qi,j′∥∥Qi,j′

∥∥
2

〉
, (1)

S0
i,j = ri,j,H0

i,j
. (2)

2. LR Propagation & Evaluation layer. Each patch posi-
tion j in K propagates to its eight neighbors with dilation
2t. Then we compute the relevance between Kj and the
matched patch of its neighbors and update with the most
relevant one. The process can be expressed as:

St+1
i,j = max

u∈NK(j)
ri,j,Ht

i,u
, (3)
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u′ = arg max
u∈NK(j)

ri,j,Ht
i,u
, (4)

Ht+1
i,j = Ht

i,u′ , (5)

where NK(j) is a set including position j and its eight
neighbors with dilation 2t.

3. Ref Propagation & Evaluation layer. The matched
patch position Hi,j in Qi of each patch position j in K
propagates to eight neighbors with dilation 2t. Then we
compute the relevance between Kj and the neighbors of
Hi,j , and update with the best-matched patch as step 2
does.

4. Iteration. Repeat step 2 and step 3M log(
√
N/8) times.

Coarse-to-Fine Embedded PatchMatch. The illustra-
tion of CFE-PatchMatch is shown in Figure 3 (b). CFE-
PatchMatch performs the basic Embedded PatchMatch mod-
ule on multiple resolutions to predict correspondence posi-
tion map Hi while further reduce computational cost and ac-
celerate convergence.

Computational Complexity Analysis. The Embedded
PatchMatch iterates M log(

√
N/8) steps, where M is

a constant, and N is the Ref and LR↑ image spa-
tial size. Each patch of Embedded PatchMatch propa-
gates to eight neighbors with dilation 2t and repeats
M log(

√
N/8) times, the computational complexity of

which is O(MN log(
√
N/8)). The Coarse-to-Fine Embed-

ded PatchMatch, as shown in Figure 3 (b), applies Embed-
ded PatchMatch on 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, and 1 scales, which con-
sumes around O( 85

64MN log(
√
N/8)− 27

64MN).

Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggregation
To alleviate the performance drop caused by scale misalign-
ment between the LR and Ref image and make full use of
reference information across multiple scales, we propose
Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggregation (MSDA), including Dy-
namic Aggregation and Multi-Scale Aggregation. In Dy-
namic Aggregation, we adopt the modified DCN form (Dai
et al. 2017) to correct minor scale misalignment yet fail to
deal with large scale misalignment. Thus, we design a Multi-
Scale Aggregation by aggregating multi-scale reference in-
formation to obtain robustness to large scale misalignment.

Dynamic Aggregation. After obtaining correspondence
position map Hi and relevance map Si between LR↑ and
Refi images, MSDA dynamically aggregate reference fea-
tures across multiple scales. Specifically, for each position
p in K, we need to aggregate the features around its cor-
respondence position Hi,p in Qi. Thus, the offset between
position p and Hi,p can be denoted as p0 = Hi,p − p. The
dynamic aggregation can be expressed as a modified DCN
form:

Y ′i(p) =
9∑

j=1

wj · V i (p+ p0 + pj) , (6)

∆P = Conv
([
F ;Y ′i

])
, (7)

Y i(p) =
9∑

j=1

wj · V i (p+ p0 + pj + ∆P j(p)) , (8)

where wj denotes the convolution kernel weight, and pj ∈
{(1, 1), (1, 0)...(−1,−1)}. Y ′i and Y i are the standard ag-
gregated reference feature and dynamic aggregated refer-
ence feature, respectively. ∆P is the dynamic offset map,
and F is the feature map of LR. In addition, Conv indicates
the convolution operation, and [; ] represents the concatena-
tion operation.

Multi-Scale Aggregation. To enhance the robustness to
large scale misalignment and fully utilize reference informa-
tion Y i across scales, we fuse multi-scale reference features
by relevance map Si. The process is expressed as :

S′i =
exp (Si)∑n
j=1 exp (Sj)

, (9)

Z = Conv

(
n∑
i

Y i · S′i

)
, (10)

where Z is the output SR image, and n is the number of
downsampled Ref images.

Loss Functions
We use three commonly used loss functions to train our
model, including reconstruction loss Lrec, perceptual loss
Lper, and adversarial loss Ladv . For the reconstruction loss,
we adopt the `1-norm. For the perceptual loss, we calculate
it on relu5-1 VGG (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) features.
For the adversarial loss, we employ WGAN-GP (Gulrajani
et al. 2017). The overall loss function of our model is ulti-
mately designed as:

L = λrecLrec + λperLper + λadvLadv. (11)

Experiments
Dataset
We train and test our network on the CUFED5 (Zhang et al.
2019b) dataset. The CUFED5 dataset contains a training set
with 11871 160 × 160 image pairs and a testing set with
126 images accompanied by 5 reference images in different
relevance levels. Additionally, we test our network on the
Sun80, Urban100, and Manga109 datasets. The Sun80 (Sun
and Hays 2012) dataset consists of 80 natural images, each
of which includes several reference images. The Urban100
(Huang, Singh, and Ahuja 2015) dataset without reference
images contains 100 architectural images with strong self-
similarity, and the LR versions of images serve as reference
images. Manga109 (Matsui et al. 2017) also lacks reference
images, and we randomly select HR reference images from
this dataset.

Implementation Details
For Coarse-to-Fine Embedded PatchMatch, the iteration M
of Embedded PatchMatch on 1

8 , 1
4 , 1

2 and original scales are
set to 1, 1, 2, and 6 times, separately. In addition, for the
MSDA module of AMSA, we set the downsampled factor k
and the number of downsampled Refi to 0.8 and 5, respec-
tively.
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Method CUFED5 Sun80 Urban100 Manga109
SRCNN 25.33 / .745 28.26 / .781 24.41 / .738 27.12 / .850
EDSR 25.93 / .777 28.52 / .792 25.51 / .783 28.93 / .891
RCAN 26.06 / .769 29.86 / .810 25.42 / .768 29.38 / .895

SISR SRGAN 24.40 / .702 26.76 / .725 24.07 / .729 25.12 / .802
ENet 24.24 / .695 26.24 / .702 23.63 / .711 25.25 / .802

ESRGAN 21.90 / .633 24.18 / .651 20.91 / .620 23.53 / .797
RankSRGAN 22.31 / .635 25.60 / .667 21.47 / .624 25.04 / .803

CrossNet 25.48 / .764 28.52 / .793 25.11 / .764 23.36 / .741
SRNTT 25.61 / .764 27.59 / .756 25.09 / .774 27.54 / .862

SRNTT-rec 26.24 / .784 28.54 / .793 25.50 / .783 28.95 / .885
TTSR 25.53 / .765 28.59 / .774 24.62 / .747 28.70 / .886

TTSR-rec 27.09 / .804 30.02 / .814 25.87 / .784 30.09 / .907
SSEN 25.35 / .742 - - -

RefSR SSEN-rec 26.78 / .791 - - -
CIMR 26.16 / .781 29.67 / .806 25.24 / .778 -

CIMR-rec 26.35 / .789 30.07 / .813 25.77 / .792 -
MASA 24.92 / .729 27.12 / .708 23.78 / .712 -

MASA-rec 27.54 / .814 30.15 / .815 26.09 / .786 -
C2-Matching 27.16 / .805 29.75 / .799 25.52 / .764 29.73 / .893

C2-Matching-rec 28.24 / .841 30.18 / .817 26.03 / .785 30.47 / .911
Ours AMSA 27.31 / .809 29.83 / .803 25.60 / .770 29.79 / .896

AMSA-rec 28.50 / .849 30.29 / .819 26.18 / .789 30.57 / .914

Table 1: Quantitative Comparisons. PSNR / SSIM are used for evaluation. We group methods by SISR and RefSR. We mark
the best results in bold. The models trained with GAN loss are marked in gray. The suffix ’rec’ means only reconstruction loss
is used for training.

AMSA is trained and tested in a scale factor of 4 between
the LR and HR image. We augment training data by ran-
domly horizontally and vertically flipping followed by ran-
domly rotating 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦. The model is optimized
by ADAM optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.99 and ini-
tial learning rate of 1e-4. Each mini-batch includes 9 LR
patches with size 40×40 along with 9 Ref patches with size
160 × 160. The weights for Lrec, Lper, and Ladv are 1.0,
10-4, and 10-6, respectively. The model is implemented by
PyTorch on an NVIDIA 2080Ti GPU.

Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare the proposed AMSA with state-of-the-art SISR
and RefSR algorithms. The compared SISR methods include
SRCNN (Dong et al. 2015), EDSR (Lim et al. 2017), RCAN
(Zhang et al. 2018a), SRGAN (Ledig et al. 2017), ENet
(Sajjadi, Scholkopf, and Hirsch 2017), ESRGAN (Wang
et al. 2018), RankSRGAN (Zhang et al. 2019a), among
which RCAN has achieved superior performance in terms
of PSNR/SSIM. Thanks to the generative adversarial learn-
ing strategy, ESRGAN and RSRGAN gain state-of-the-art
visual quality. For RefSR, the compared methods include
CrossNet (Zheng et al. 2018), SRNTT (Zhang et al. 2019b),
TTSR (Yang et al. 2020), SSEN (Shim, Park, and Kweon
2020), CIMR (Cui 2020), MASA (Lu et al. 2021), and C2-
Matching (Jiang et al. 2021), among which C2-Matching
and MASA outperform the previous RefSR methods.

Quantitative evaluation. For fair comparison with other
methods mainly minimizing MAE or MSE on PSNR and

SSIM, we train AMSA-rec with only reconstruction loss
function. The results of the quantitative evaluation are il-
lustrated in Table 1. Our AMSA outperforms leading meth-
ods by a large margin on four datasets. Specifically, com-
pared with C2-Matching-rec, MASA-rec and RCAN, the
proposed AMSA-rec improves over 0.25 dB in the CUFED5
benchmark while over 0.1 dB in Sun80, Urban100, and
Manga109 datasets. The results demonstrate that our method
is superior to other SR methods.

Qualitative evaluation. The results of the qualitative
evaluation are shown in Figure 4, and our method has the
best visual quality containing many realistic details close
to respective HR ground-truths. Specifically, as shown in
the first line, AMSA recovers the challenging face details
successfully compared with other methods. Furthermore, as
shown in the second and third lines, AMSA achieves signif-
icant improvements in restoring the word and architecture
textures.

Ablation Study
Accelerated Multi-Scale Aggregation network for
Reference-based Super-Resolution. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed Multi-Scale Dynamic Ag-
gregation module (MSDA) and Coarse-to-Fine Embedded
PatchMatch (CFE-PatchMatch), we progressively add
modules and compare with other matching methods. The
input is assumed to be the size of 250×250, and channels
are 256. As shown in Table 2, comparing the first and
fourth lines, MSDA brings around 0.3 dB improvement on
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Figure 4: Qualitative Comparisons. For all the shown examples, our method significantly outperforms other state-of-the-arts,
particularly in the image rich in texture details.

Figure 5: Exploration on Coarse-to-Fine Embedded Patch-
Match convergence in different scales. The horizontal axis
represents the number of iteration times, and the vertical axis
indicates the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the CFE-
PatchMatch and enumerated matching results.

the PSNR. Besides, comparing the first and second lines,
our CFE-PatchMatch is about 100 times more efficient
than the enumerated matching method while achieving
comparable performance. Comparing the first and third
lines, CFE-PatchMatch is more efficient and effective than
MEM.

The convergence of Coarse-to-Fine Embedded Patch-
Match in different scales. To explore the convergence of

HR
w Multi-Scale 

Aggregation

w Dynamic 

Aggregation
w MSDAReference Input

Minor

scale

misalignment

Large

scale

misalignment

Figure 6: Ablation study on the MSDA module.

CFE-PatchMatch, we apply Embedded PatchMatch on 1
8 , 1

4 ,
1
2 , and original scales, respectively. Besides, we verify the
convergence of CFE-PatchMatch, which iterates 1, 1, 2, and
6 times on 1

8 , 1
4 , 1

2 , and original scales separately. As shown
in Figure 5, coarse-to-fine strategy brings fast convergence
with less computational cost. Specifically, CFE-PatchMatch
and Embedded PatchMatch both converge in 10 times iter-
ations on the original scale, yet CFE-PatchMatch performs
the top four iterations on the coarse scale to save around half
computational cost and achieve less MSE.

Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggregation module. To verify
the effectiveness of our MSDA to scale misalignment, we
compare Dynamic Aggregation, Multi-Scale Aggregation,
MSDA (Dynamic Aggregation + Multi-Scale Aggregation),
and C2-Matching on CUFED5 (4×) by downsampling Ref-
erence images with different scale factors and 1

2× down-
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MSDA CFE-
PatchMatch

Enumerated
Matching MEM PSNR GFLOPs

! ! % % 28.50 279.52
! % ! % 28.51 29297.82
! % % ! 28.43 1479.87

% ! % % 28.21 83.15
% % ! % 28.24 8715.44
% % % ! 28.09 440.23

Table 2: Ablation experiments conducted on CUFED5 to study the effectiveness of the proposed Multi-Scale Dynamic Ag-
gregation (MSDA) module and CFE-PatchMatch. The middle three options are correspondence matching modules, where the
Enumerated-Matching is adopted in C2-Matching, and Match & Extraction Module (MEM) is the matching acceleration mod-
ule proposed in MASA.

Figure 7: The robustness for scale misalignment. The γ indi-
cates the scale difference between LR and reference images.

sampling LR images. As shown in Figure 7, comparing our
MSDA and C2-Matching, when the difference of scale fac-
tors (γ) between LR and reference images are larger than
4, our MSDA accurately utilizes reference details in differ-
ent scales to achieve robust and superior performance. As
γ is less than 4, reference images fail to provide 4× refer-
ence details for LR images causing a drop in performance,
yet MSDA still performs better than C2-Matching by us-
ing several reference details in different scales. As shown in
Figure 6 and Figure 7, comparing Dynamic Aggregation and
Multi-Scale Aggregation, we can see that Dynamic Aggre-
gation performs better on minor scale misalignment, while
Multi-Scale Aggregation shows superiority on large scale
misalignment.

Reference relevance influence. To explore the influence
of the relevance between the LR and Ref image on the result,
we specially conduct experiments on CUFED5, which has
reference images with different relevances. In Table 3, ”L1”
to ”L4” are reference images in CUFED5, where ”L1” is the
most relevant one while ”L4” is the least relevant one. ”LR”
represents taking the LR image as Ref image. As shown in
Table 3, our AMSA achieves the best performance among
RefSR methods with the same relevance level Ref image.

Method TTSR-rec MASA-rec
L1 27.09/.804 27.35/.814
L2 26.74/.791 26.92/.796
L3 26.64/.788 26.82/.793
L4 26.58/.787 26.74/.790
LR 26.43/.782 26.59/.784

Method C2-Matching-rec AMSA-rec (ours)
L1 28.24/.841 28.58/849
L2 27.39/.813 27.52/.816
L3 27.17/.806 27.25/.809
L4 26.94/.799 27.04/.803
LR 26.52/.784 26.63/.789

Table 3: Ablation study on the influence of the relevance
between LR and Ref images.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel Accelerated Multi-
Scale Aggregation network for Reference-based Super-
Resolution to enable effective and efficient reference infor-
mation matching and aggregating. To reduce the massive
computational cost of matching correspondences between
the LR and reference image, we propose a Coarse-to-Fine
Embedded PatchMatch involving end-to-end training. Fur-
thermore, to fully exploit reference details across multiple
scales and enhance robustness to scale misalignment, we de-
velop a Multi-Scale Dynamic Aggregation module, which
consists of Dynamic Aggregation and Multi-Scale Aggrega-
tion. Specifically, we apply Dynamic Aggregation to correct
minor scale misalignment and employ Multi-Scale Aggrega-
tion to enhance robustness to large scale misalignment. Our
method achieves state-of-the-art results both quantitatively
and qualitatively on different datasets.
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